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SURFACE & PANEL SPEC
Retail environments are demanding. High
traffic levels, changes in weather and humidity,
and constant impact take their toll on surface
materials. Even high pressure laminate (HPL),
the undisputed durability leader in horizontal
surfacing, can show the effects of continual
abuse. Many other materials have entered the
market with performance characteristics rivaling
HPL. Specifiers, however, should remember that
vertical surfacing seldom takes as much abuse as
horizontal surfacing. They should look to the wide
range of matching programs—which include HPL,
thermally fused laminate (TFL), three-dimensional
laminate (3DL), foils and other paper laminates—as
they value-engineer solutions.
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While woodgrain TFL covers the reception desk of
this fitness facility, a digitally printed wall mural adds an
appropriate touch to the curved wall high above.
This is a perfect example of a varied mix of our
industry’s materials. Digitally printed high pressure
laminate on particleboard creates a dramatic back wall.
The majority of the back wall is used to create slatwall
fixturing. 3-inch powder coated light weight panel shelving
gives the display dimension and stability.
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➌ Three-inch powder-coated, light-weight

panel shelving gives the display dimension
and stability.
3DL is the right fit for this
fixture in a men’s clothing store, offering a
clean, smooth look while guarding against
the damage that often plagues seams
in high-traffic areas.
A routed MDF
background provides the perfect setting
for laser-cut lettering that spells out this
salon’s name.
Panel products and
decorative surfaces are abundant in this
retail space. Of particular interest are the
profile wrapped profiles used on the walls
and ceilings. MDF would be the most
common substrate. Light basis weight
papers (LBWP) and finish foils are the
most common surface materials.
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See pages 40-94
for more detailed
product descriptions
and performance
characteristics.
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